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PAN AMERICAN GAMES TEAM SELECTED
by luther Blake by Jeff Johnson

Quantico, Virginia, April 30/May l:-The Women's Pan Am Trials

held at the Marine Base at Quantico, Virginia, proves once

again that there is a need for greater and more efficient

planning by the Women's T&F Committee. The idea of holding

so important a meet so early in the season is, to this report

er, utterly ridiculous. The WTFC has stated Quantico was the

only bid they received for the meet, but officials at Quanti

co report they had the meet 'tied up' more than a year ago.

And why could not the trials be the "Show Meet" on June 15
at Illinois?

Despite all of the pitfalls, there were some outstanding

performances. Patty Johnson beating Pat Donnelly and Mamie

Rallins in a wind-aided 13.3, Ester Stroy winning the 200 in

23.8 and Gwen Norman's 53.1 for 400m were all outstanding.

The meet saw four national champions (Laing, Toussaint, Haw

kins and Rallins) fail to make the team and the usual strange

antics by the Games Committee which forced the 400m runners

to run heats which eliminated only one runner from the semis.

RESULTS: (Commentary by Blake and Johnson combined):

100 Meter Dash: There were few surprises in the first qual

ifying rounds as Orien Brown, Matteline Render and Iris Davis

each won their heats easily.

Heats (4/30): I, I-Iris Davis (Tenn St) 11.8, 2-Mildr

ette Netter (Alcorn A&M) 12.0, 3-Williamae Fergerson

(West Coast Jets) 12.2, 4-Jill Thomas (Kirkwood) 12.2;

II, l-Orien Brown (Texas Sth) 11.7, 2-Helen Williams

(Alcorn) 11.8, 3-Pat Hawkins (Atoms) 12.0, 4-Pat Hender

son (MDYF) 12.0; III, l-Matteline Render (Tenn St) 11.8,

2-Robyn Russell (Clev Rec) 12.1, 3-Lacey O'Neal (SITC)

12.3; IV, I-Mable Fergerson (WCJ) 11.9, 2-Laurie Barr

(Ohio TC) 12.0, 3-Donna Beckstrom (SCM) 12.4, 4-Diane
Hughes (Tenn St) 12.5

Continued on Page 4

Quantico, Virginia, April 30/May l:-The setting was nice.

Bird song, warm breezes off the Potomac and the smells of

Springtime in Virginia. Khaki-colored mothers' sons drill

ing on Russell Road, and sun-baked athletes scattered on the

grassy slopes of Quantico's Butler Stadium. It was a fine
weekend for a track meet.

But this was the Pan American Games Trials, and it was

only April 30. The track was rocky and five lanes narrow on

the turns, and the tension shrouding the faces of the ath

letes was more fitting a crap game than a track meet. Early
season conditioning was being put on the line, and a berth

on the Pan American Games team was the pot. Dubiously, they
carne from the East and the Midwest. Hopefully, they came

from California and the Southwest, thinking to catch their

less climactically advantaged opponents still stretching win

ter out of their muscles. But the competition was furious

and the times and distances outstanding, and when it was all

over the place winners, with few.exceptions, the best they
could be.

The first two placers in each event earned the right to

represent the US in the Pan American Garnes at Cali, Colombia,

in August pending a demonstration of their "fitness" at a

Show Meet scheduled for June 19 at the University of Illi

nois. It has been made clear that these Pan Am qualifiers

do NOT have to repeat their 1-2 placings at the Show Meet,

but merely have to demonstrate that they are healthy, condi

tioned, and capable of being in peak form by the Pan Americar

Garnes. It isn't clear why the "Show Meet" wasn't the Pan Am

Trials in the first place - which would have saved athletes

the trouble of travelling to two trials - but it wasn't. ThE

ambiguity of "fitness" is obvious. We trust, however, that

this definition will not be subject to the power of back roon

politics. The qualification of athletes for international

teams can only be settled on the field of competition. For

all the faults of an early season trials, the integrity of

competition, athlete against athlete, must be preserved.

200 METER DASH· FINAL, PAN AM GAMES TRIALS:-Left to right, Laurie Barr (Ohio TC), 2nd, 24.2; Mable Fergerson
(West Coast Jets), 3rd, 24.2; Pam Greene (Denver All Stars) 4th, 24.4; Mavis Laing (Phoenix TC), 6th, 24.5;

Ester Stroy (Sports International TC) the winner, 23.8; Kathy Lawson (Unattached, New Hampshire), 5th, 24.4.
(Jeff Johnson photo)
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REEL TALK
It is the opinion of WTFW that something must be done to elim

inate the delays in staging typical women's meets. The pro

blem is a complicated one involving age group athletes, off

icials, money and the top ranked athletes. As things stand

now, the 'big' meets - and we mean big in the sense that the

number of entries and the number of events is big - stand to

lose the participation of the top notch performers in the

future simply because these athletes never know when their

event will be staged.
We have no knowledge of the situation in other parts of

the country, but to date in this area of the United States

we have held the Phoenix Invitational, the Long Beach Comet's

Invitational, Mickey's Missiles Invitational, the 10~ Annual

Hanford Invitational and the Mt. SAC Relays. Each has been
a 'mess'.

Phoenix has so many entries that it doesn't even list a

time schedule anymore - just an order of events and a start

ing time. Everyone who has ever gone to a Mickey's Missiles

meet says they will never go again. Hanford, once one of the

top meets on the West Coast, is now paying for its failure to

adhere to a time schedule in the past and for the 1971 meet

only two or three entries were sent in for some events. The

Long Beach Comets meet ended up so late that all the good

athletes left and the 220, for example, in the women's div

ision was won somewhere around 26.5s. Mt. SAC imported ath

letes from Canada, South Dakota, Washington - it is a big

meet, supposedly well organized, yet so far behind schedule

that the Canadian coach said he would never come again.

What your opinion may be toward age group athletes has no

bearing here - whether you are for them or against them has

nothing to do with TIME. I can give you an example of what

happens as I was, unfortunately, clerk of course at the Mt.

SAC Relays. First event, the 9/under 440y relay was schedul

ed for 9:00AM. I arrived at 8:30 - an ungodly hour for a

track meet, I will agree). First call was given at 8:45, the

second call at 8:50 and at 8:55 I called the roll. Seventeen

teams were entered, necessitating two flights. At roll call

time, only three teams had appeared. The three were put in

to one flight and sent to the starting line. No judges. No
timers. We know officials contribute their time and we

should not complain, but a meet starting at 9:00AM should

START at 9:00AM and officials should report 30 minutes in

advance to be properly prepared.
By the time the officials had gathered, checked their

watches, received their judging assignments, seven additional

relay teams had showed up. That meant two races and re-seed

ing once again. By the time that had been done, more teams

had showed up wanting to run claiming "we just got here".

Vince Reel, Editor
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LEADING CORRESPONDENTS: Argentina, Gerardo Bonhoff; Austria,

Erich Kamper; Australia, Katrina Graham, V.V. Kolatchoff;

Belgium, Albert Vancayseele; Bulgaria, Marko Petrunov; Can
ada, Diane Clement, Chris Pickard, Ernest Westerhove; Chile,

Hernan Soto; Czechoslovakia, Alfred Janecky, Milan Skocov

sky, Milan Sykora; Denmark, Palle Lassen; Finland, Torsten

Lindquist; France, Andre Alberty, Robert Pariente; East Ger

many, Ernst Elert, Wolfgang Gitter; West Germany, Heinz Cav

alier, Max Heilrath, Fritz Steinmetz, Stefan Von Devan;

Great Britain, Pete Pozzoli, Andrew Huxtable, Mal Watman;

Holland, J. Koumans, J.H. Moerman; Hungary, Gabriel Szabo;

Iceland, Orn Eidson; India, T.D. Parthasarthy, Ramu Sharma;

Israel, Abraham Green; Italy, Elio Trifari, Salvatore Mass

ara, Luigi Mengoni; Japan, Atsushi Hoshino, Wakaki Maeda;

Malaysia, Gurbaksh Singh Kler; New Zealand, Laurence Booth,

Graham Sheath; Nicaragua, Istvan Hidvegi; Norway, Einar

Oren, Erik Aarset; South Africa, Gert Le Raux; Spain, Jose

Corominas; Sweden, Rooney Madnusson; Turkey, Turhan Goker;

USA, Dick Bank, Harmon Brown, Lyle Jones; USSR, Ilya Lok

shin, Anatoliy Kashcheyev, Vladimir Otkalenko; UAR, Khalil

Sherif; West Indies, Richard Ashenheim; Republic of China,

Wong Chin-Chen; Yugoslavia, Olga and Miodrag Acic.
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Well, they should have "got here" on time! To make a long

story short, the gun was fired for the first race at 9:38 
and the meet was more than 35 minutes behind schedule without

a race being run!

Who's fault? By waiting for late competitors we are pun

ishing those who are on time. At Mt. SAC the first gun
should have been fired at 9:00 with the three teams running.

If you will recall the first scheduled race at last year's

Girl's Nationals in Los Angeles where I served as meet dir

ector, the first scheduled heat started on time in spite of

the fact only two judges and three timers had showed up. This

is the only way meet directors will ever have a chance to
adhere to their time schedule.

Again at Mt. SAC, only ten minutes had been alloted for

each event, yet in some instances there were five flights

which again made adhering to the time schedule impossible.
One cannot blame the meet directors for accepting entries

from all age groups for that is how they make expenses. But

it is our feeling the time has come to separate the age group

competitions from the women's and girl's competition. Ideal

ly they should compete on different days or at different

sites. If that is not possible and the age group competes,

let us say in the morning with the women and girls in the
afternoon, put a deadline an the time for, the age group - at

12 o'clock noon everything stops and the track is readied for

the women and girls who are old enough to want a time sched

ule and experienced enough to stick to it.

We understand that staging a meet with just the girl's

and women's divisions is not where the money making is, but

these are the representatives of the United States in inter

national competition and we should cater to their desires.

One of our pet subjects for years has been "time". In

our coaching at both the high school and college levels and
with the females we have coached, we have always tried to

convince them to disregard "time". But it is human nature

to want to know "your time" and compare it with others. How
ever, 'time' is of such little importance in a race as short

as 100 yards that it really means very little. A 'time' can

place an athlete in a certain category - she is a top-ranked
runner or an ordinary runner or a slow runner - but there

are so many errors and so many variables in such a short

race that listing the athletes by 'time' is nothing short of
ridiculous.

One of the SPAAAU's most experienced timers, Dr. Floyd

Hanes, told me several years ago that it was 'easy' for an

EXPERIENCED timer to miss the flash of the gun by three

tenths of a second. He also said it was 'easy' to miss the

finish by three-tenths. All of which means, for example, a

runner who actually took 11 seconds to run 100 yards could

be creditied with 10.4 or 11.6 by an experienced timer who

just happened to err at both ends of the race.

As a rule of thumb, we usually think of a tenth of a sec

ond difference in a 100 yard sprint as being one yard. But

this is figured on a 10 flat speed - and is actually not
true at all for at the finish of the race the runners are

covering more than a yard in each tenth of a second. Add to

this the fact it is a most difficult assignment for a timer

to clock second or third or sixth and you realize just how

little times mean for the sprints. Of course, there is the

wind - usually no wind speed is indicated in the results,

but many times we receive word, 'there was no wind' - which
means it could be up to 8mph or more.

For example at the Mt. SAC Relays, the timers and judges
credited the 100y winner with 10.4, second place was 10.5

and third was 10.6 as was fourth. Yet a finish photo showed

3% yards (actually measured) between first and second. It

also showed the second place pick was not second, but was

third and the two were practically in a dead heat with the

fourth place winner. But the "official" results must stand.

As the distance of the race increases, the validity of

times also increases - but for the short sprint the best way

to rank runners is on who they beat and not what time they

have been credited with. Everyone knows of athletes who

seem to turn in terrific sprint marks in their own section

of the country yet do nothing at the big meets.

OPPONENT - The name given to the person who stands in the

way of your achievement. Give nothing away to her, not even

your best wishes when she has successfully defeated you. Set

out to beat your opponents. If they are worthy of their
name they are "hellbent" to defeat you. So, grab your place

in the team, the medal or the championship you are after.

Don't love your opponents - beat them!" Percy Cerutty.









PIX FROM QUANTICO

100m HURDLES FINISH:-Left to right, Pat Donnelly (San Diego Metro TC) 2nd; Lacey O'Neal (Sports International TC) 4th;

Mamie Rallins (MDYF) 3rd; and Pat Johnson (Angels TC) the winner in 13.3, wind-aided. (Photo by John Goodridge)

The Wolverines' Sue Parks, 15 year old high jumper, who

placed second with a lifetime best of 5'7. (Jeff Johnson)
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Tiny Debra Edwards seems dwarfed between 6'1 Gail Fitz

geraIs of the Atoms and Gwen Norman of Sports Interna-

tional in this semi-final of the 400 meters. (Johnson photo)



100 METER DASH FINISH: Left to right, Texas Southern's Orien Brown, runner-up in 11.4s; Iris Davis, Tennessee State, the

winner in 11.4; Mable Fergerson (West Coast Jets) 3rd in 11.5; Laurie Barr (Ohio TC) 6th. (Jeff Johnson photo)

Doris Brown comforts Cheryl Toussaint after Toussaint's

elimination in the 800m trials. (Jeff Johnson photo)

Doris Brown wins hard fought 800 meters in 2:05.5 with

Terry Crawford close behind. Francie Johnson is 3rd and

Cis Schafer 4th in this photo by John Goodridge.
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MY. SAC RELAYS
Walnut, California, April 24/25:-Jim Allen staged his annual

track and field extravaganza at the beautiful Mt. San Anton

io College field and in spite of wind, cold and hours of de

lay, came up a winner with some fine performances and excit

ing contests.
The meet, held over a two day period and staged on Satur

day in view of some 8000 spectators, brought together out

standing athletes from many sections of the United States

plus a contingent from Canada. Highlight of the first days

invitational events was the 880 which brought together Doris

Brown, Terry Crawford, Cis Schafer, Kathy Gibbons, Carol Hud

son and Maria Stearn plus Canadians Joan Dyke and Thelma

Fynn, l500m bronze medalist at the Commonwealth Games. With

two frcJ!;runners, Brovffiand Crawford, in the field, the pace

was bound to be a good one and Crawford took the lead as the

field passed the furlong in 31 seconds. Crawford was follow

ed by Schafer, Brown and Gibbons and they remained that way

passing the 440 mark as Crawford clocked 62.5. Starting the

backstretch of the final lap, Brovffitook over and whipped by

the 660 post in 1:37 with a surprising Kathy Gibbons now in

second, Crawford third and the rest of the field content to

follow. Around the final turn, Brown poured it on and Craw

ford looked to be completely out of it and suddenly green

clad Carol Hudson, runner-up to the girl's 880 title at UCLA

last year, began to move on the outside. Hudson slowly clos

ed the gap and in the meantime Crawford was coming back into

the picture with a belated kick. Hudson zipped past Brown

to win in a season best of 2:09.4 while Crawford slipped in
side of Brown to nab second in 2:09.7 with Brown third in

2:09.7. Gibbons was fourth and Schafer fifth in 2:10 and

2:11 respectively.
Saturday also brought about a fine high jump performance

from Canada's Debbie Brill as she swished over 5'lryh for an

easy win and repeated the win in Sunday's competition with a

jump one-quater of an inch less.

Pat Johnson, running with very good form, won the 100 met

er hurdles on Saturday in a good 13.6 followed by Penny May

of Canada and Pat Donnelly. Donnelly won the Sunday race

over the same field without Johnson. Mable Fergerson edged
sister Williamae to win the 220 in 23.9 and the Phoenix TC

won the mile relay in a good 3:54.7. Rene Quigley, La Mirada

Meteors, coached by Roy "Honest" Swett, scored an impressive
win in the invitational 10/11 half mile in 2:27.8s.

Competition on Sunday brought Chi Cheng out of hiberna

tion and she sped to a three yard triumph in the 100 over

a good field in 10.4s. Mavis Laing was placed second but

photos showed Mable Fergerson actually was the runner-up.

Francie Larrieu turned in the fastest time of the year in

winning the mile with a good 4:49.7, some 30 seconds ahead of

runner-up Jane Hill. Martha Watson lost a good duel with

Canada's Brenda Eisler in the long jump as the Canadian leap

ed 20'lrh to Watson's 20'5%, and Eynn Graham continued her

fine shot putting with another over 52 foot toss causing Can

adian coach Lionel Pugh to remark 'she is finally LOOKING

like a shot putter'.

Both the discus and javelin produced fine performances.
Canadian Joan Pavelich won the discus with a throw of 169'7,

but the Millbrae Lion's Linda Langford was right behind at

166'11 and LBTC's Monette Driscoll third with 164'2. Sherry

Calvert won the javelin with a fine throw of 178'11.

Weather was a problem both days. It was very cold and a

strong wind blew making competing a chore rather than a plea
sure. In spite of the strength of the wind, only two or three

of the races were judged wind-aided by the gauge crew as the

direction apparently was across the runners. Mid-way through

Sunday's competition, a stray discus whapped the gauge and

that was the end of official wind readings for the meet.

RESULTS: Saturday, April 24, 10Lll 880x, I-Rene Quigley
(La Mirada Meteors) 2:27.8, 2-Becky Wolfinbarger (Ontario

Impalas) 2:28.5, 3-Jill Bo d Ontario-Montclair Cheetahs)

~. 4-Crystal Kertcher Mesa TC 2:31.5, 5-Cr~sc elle
Speller (Duke City Dashers) 2:31.8; 5000m Walk, l-Kati
McIntyre (Santa Monica AA) 29:15.2, 2-Brenda Whitman (Un)

30:02.4; HJ, I-Debbie Brill (Canadian National Team) 5'10~,

2-Brenda Staffenson (CNT) 5'6~, 3-Sally Plihal (Tyndall

AC) 5'4, 4-Brenda Simpson (Mickey's Missiles) 5'2; 100mB,

I-Pat Johnson (Angels TC) 13.6, 2-Penny May (CNT) 13.9,

3-Pat Donnelly (San Diego Metros) 14.0, 4-Wendy Taylor

(CNT) 14.2, 5-Bobbette Krug (SDM) 14.4, 6-Jan Glotzer

(Phoenix TC) nt; 880, I-Carol Hudson (Albuquerque OC)

2:09.4, 2-Terry Crawford (Knoxville TC) 2:09.6, 3-Doris

Brown (Falcon TC) 2:09.7, 4-Kathy Gibbons (Un, Ariz) 2:10,
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Carol Hudson (Albuquerque OC) scores upset win in 880y at

the Mt. SAC Relays in 2:09.4s. Second was Terry Crawford
(Knoxville TC) in 2:09.6, Doris Brown (Falcon TC) was 3rd

in 2:09.7 and Kathy Gibbons (Unattached, Arizona) fourth

in 2:l0.0s. Cis Schafer (Millbrae Lions), hidden behind

Gibbons, was fifth in 2:ll.0s. (Don Chadez photo)

CHI CHENG (LATC) wins fast 100y at Mt. SAC Relays over a

good field in 10.4s. Left to right, Irene Piotrowski

(Canada) 5th, Mavis Laing (Phoenix TC) 2nd, Chi, Mable

Fergerson (West Coast Jets) 3rd, Williamae Fergerson (WCJ)

+th, and Kathy Smallwood (LATC) 6th. (Don Chadez photo)

5-Cis Schafer (Millbrae Lions) 2:11.0; 220, I-Mable Fer

gerson (West Coast Jets) 23.9, 2-Williamae Fergerson (WCJ)
24.0, 3-Irene Piotrowski (CNT) 24.0, 4-Mavis Laing (FTC)

24.1, 5-Patti Loverock (CNT) 24.1; Mile Relay, I-Phoenix

TC 3:54.7, 2-Canada 3:55.1, 3-San Jose Cinder gals 3:55.1.

Sunday, April 25: Women's Division, 100, I-Chi Cheng (LATC)
10.4, 2-Mavis Laing (FTC) 10.5, 3-Mable Fergerson (WCJ)
10.6, 4-Williamae Fergerson (WCJ) 10.6, 5-Irene Piotrow

ski CCNT) 10.8; 220, I-Patty Loverock (CNT) 24.3, 2-Irene

Piotrowski 24.5 and Williamae Fergeson 24.5, 4-Jarvis

Scott (LAM) 24.8, 5-Mable Fergerson (WCJ) 24.9; 440, 1

Scott 57.0, 2-Nancy Benson (SDM) 57.7, 3-Anne Gallaher

(FTC) 58.2, 4-Joanne Gilbreath (LATC) 58.8; 880, I-Joan

Dyke (CNT) 2:23.2, 2-Thelma Fynn (CNT) 2:26.2; Mile, 1

Francie Larrieu (SJC) 4:49.7, 2-Jane Hill (Arizona TC)

5:20.6; Two Mile, I-Cheryl Bridges (LATC) 11:03.1, 2

Lucille Jones (AOC) 11:19.1, 3-Nancy Ihrman (FTC) 11:23.9;

100mB, I-Pat Donnelly 13.9, 2-Penny May 14.2, 3-Wendy Tay

lor 14.2, 4-Jan Glotzer 14.5, 5-Diane Spangler (Crescenta
Canada Spikettes) 15.2; 20OmH, I-Alberta Martin (LAM)

29.2, 2-Spangler 29.2; HJ, I-Brill 5'10, 2-Brenda Simpson

5'6, 3-Brenda Staffenson 5'6, 4-Sally Plihal 5'4; LJ, 1
Brenda Eisler (CNT) 20'11%, 2-Martha Watson (LB Comets)

20'5%, 3-Marilyn King (ML) 19'7, 4-Penny May (CNT) 19'~h,

5-Judy Rejebian (FTC) 19'1%; SP, I-Lynn Graham (Fresno TC)

Continued on Page 14















1970 BEST PERFORMANCES (Continued)
13.1 (2)
13.1 (1)
13.1 (1)
13.1 (1)
13.1h (1)
13.1 (1)
13.1 (p)
13.1 (1)
13.1 (3)
13.1 (1)

200m Hurdles
25.1) (1) ANNELIE JAHNS (EG) Erfurt
25.8 (1) TERESA SUKNIEIHCZ (Poland) Warsaw
25.9 (1) VALERIA BUFANU (Rumania) Bucharest
26.0 (2) DANUTA STRASZYNSKA-KOSSEK(Pol)Warsal"
26.1h (1) Sukniewicz Warsaw
26.1 (1) Bufanu Bucharest
26.2 (1) PAM KILBORN (Australia) Melbourne
26.3 (1) MAUREEN CAIRD (Australia) Melbourne
26.3 (1) Kossek Warsaw
26.3 (1) Kossek Warsaw
26.4 (1) Sukniewicz Sofia
26.4h (1) Jahns Erfurt
26.5 (2) Kilborn Melbourne
26.6 (1) CHI CHENG (Rep. of China) SanBernardino
26.6h (1) MARINA NIKIFOROVA (SU) Moscow
26.6 (1) Nikiforova Tachkent
26.7 (1) PAT HAWKINS (USA) Urbana
26.7 (1) Nikiforova Moscow
26.7 (1) Nikiforova Minsk
26.8h (1) Nikiforova Kiev
26.8 (1) Nikiforova Kiev
26.8h (1) Nikiforova Minsk
26.9 (1) TATYANA ZAYTSEVA (SU) Nalchik
26.9 (2) PATRICIA DONNELLY (USA) Urbana
26.9 (1) Kossek Zielona Gora

(FIELD EVENTS IN NEXT ISSUE)

Jahns
MARGIT BACH (WG)
Balzer
Sukniewicz
Sukniewicz
Balzer
Rosendahl
Sukniewicz
ELZBIETA ZEBROWSKA
Kilborn

(Poland)

Berlin
Berlin

Budapest
Warsaw
Turin
Warsaw

Stuttgart
1:larsa;1
Erfurt
Melbourne

2- 8
9- 8

22- 8
28- 8

2- 9
3- 9

12- 9
19- 9
27- 9
18-12

5- 7

9- 8
21-10
9- 8

9- 8

25-10
17- 3

14- 3

28- 9
11-10
10- 5
5- 7

14- 3

28- 3

29- 7

9-10
30- 5

29- 7

13- 9

2- '7

2- 7
13- 9

24- 5
30- 5
14- 6

NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS NEWS
National AAU Championships are set for Eakersfield, Calif

ornia. Girl's Championships on July 6/7, Age Group Meet on
July 8, Women's Championships July 9/10. Entry blanks and
meet information have been mailed. If you have not received
this information write to Bob Covey, Meet Director, Bakers
field College, Bakersfield, California.

Because of AAU rulings relative to required time between
heats, semi-finals and finals, some of the trials must be
held early in the morning of the first day of each meet. This
will require athletes rising and eating at around 5:00AM, but
Covey can find no alternative as the heat in the Bakersfield
Stadium can easily reach 1200 by 10:00AM. Most of the com
petition, including all finals, will be held at night on the
newly installed Tartan track.

Qualifying standards (which must be met between 1 Decemb
er 1970 and seven days prior to the competition) are:

Girls Women
80yH

11.5100mB15.3
100y

11.3200mB29.6
100m

12.3100y11.0

220y
25.6100m12.0

200m
25.5220y24.9

440y
59.7200m24.8

400m
59.4440y57.3

880y
2:24.0400m57.0

800m
2:23.0880y2:16.0

Mile
5:25.0800m2:15.0

1500m
5:04.0Mile5:15.0

4x110
none1500m4:54.0

4x220
none4x110none

4x440
noneMedRelaynone

LJ
17'64x440none

HJ
5'1LJ18'4

8#sP
38'0HJ5'3

4kSP
36'08#Sp42'0

JT
115'04kSP40'0

DT
105'0JT135'0

DT
125'0

Pentathlon
3600

BAKERSFIELD, CAUFORN~A

NATIONA'L' AAU
Women's & Girl~s

TRACK & FIELD
CHAMPIONSHIPS

JULY 6-10, 1971

NEW TARTAN TRACK

GREAT TRACK TOWN

ENTRIES ClOSE JUNE 18

/

Contact Bob Covey, Meet Director,

Bakersfield College,

Bakersfield, California,' 93305

Two new events have been added to the Women's Champion
ships: the T''0 Mile run or the 3000m and the two mile relay
(4x880). In addition there will be an exhibition one mile
walk.

The Junior National AAU Championships will be held in Del
aware. Site and date will be announced later.

USA-USSR-All Star Meet, set for Berkeley, California, on
July 2/3: The US team will be chosen from the meet at Urbana,
Illinois, on June 19. USA-Africa meet: Durham, North Caro
lina, July 16-17: USA will not meet Africa in women's divi
sion, but instead will compete against a European or All Star
team. It will be tough to obtain good European athletes at
that date since they will all be aiming for the European
Championships at Helsinki later in the summer and may not
want to disrupt their training to come to the US for only
one competition.

LETTER FROM WIN FRIED KRAMER, West Germany
"As a neutral observer 01 'trackand fie.Ldin the liSA,I

want to tell you my standpoint to the quarrel between Dick
Bank and Shelley Marshall.

"I tend more to Dick Bank's views. Shelley Marshall dis
agrees with Bank's statement that 'the organization is bad';
but have a look at the selection of the US team for the Eur

opean tour and for the Pacific Conference Games, where some
of the best athletes were left at home! Or look on page 2
of the April issue of WTFW: no one knew the site or the date
of the National Championships! Or another fact, there isn't
any qualified statistician in the whole of the AAU for wo
men's athletics! Is this good organization? In my opinion
the whole AAU itself is a dis-organization!

"Shelley Marshall also disagrees the statement that the
success the USA has had is more or less casual, and states
that is not so - the success is the result of hard training
work. But how can there be a regular training with so many
athletes are unattached?

"A further anachronism is that nearly all races in the
USA are held over yard distances. Not even 10 countries in
the whole world are here as backward as the United States!

"The USA in many sports is the ideal for us Europeans,
but certainly not in women's track and field!"
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